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NEW PRESIDENTIAL
Qualify three times in your first six months at this rank

NEW BRONZE

Qualify two times in your first six months at this rank

NEW BRONZE ELITE
Qualify for the first time at this rank

NEW SILVER

Qualify for the first time at this rank

NEW SILVER ELITE
Qualify for the first time at this rank**

** Silver Elites have the opportunity to requalify annually. Silver Elites must qualify three times in a 12-month period to re-earn the Great Escape trip.
Requalification period begins nine months after the previous trip is earned.

A Direct seller account may only earn each trip once, with the exception of the Silver Elite trip. Qualifications in a single month only count toward earning one Great Escape trip.
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an extended period of time. 4Life reserves the right to rescind or withhold Great Escape trips from any direct seller who does not abide by the 4Life Policies and Procedures.
through 4Life ranks, and training other Affiliates over an extended period of time. 4Life reserves the right to rescind or withhold Great Escape trips from any
Great Escape trips are non-transferable and cannot be redeemed for cash. Less than 1% of 4Life Direct sellers qualify for incentive trips.
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